Quick Response Manufacturing (QRM)
companywide strategy for lead time reduction throughout the enterprise.
By implementing the QRM strategy, we improve the competitiveness and the
profitability of enterprises, along with an increase in market share, cost
reductions and a higher employee satisfaction.
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The theoretical part of the Masterclass will provide an overview of the
QRM strategy, which includes four core concepts:
a. The Power of Time

The non-obvious reasons why lead time is important (much more
important than most managers realize), how it influences total
operating cost and quality, and how to take advantage of this realization.
b. Organizational Structure

How to restructure your organization to minimize lead time throughout
the enterprise.
c. System Dynamics

How interactions between machines, people and products impact
your lead times. As a result, capacity planning policies (e. g. machine and
labor utilization) and lot sizing policies need to be rethought for QRM.
d. Enterprise-wide Application

QRM is not just a shop floor approach; it is applied throughout the
organization. This includes material planning and control, purchasing
and supply chain management, office operations such as estimating and
order processing, and new product development. In particular, you will
also get an introduction to POLCA, a shop floor alternative to Kanban
(Kanban does not work well for low-volume or custom products). You
will also see data on the «bottom line» impact of QRM on product cost,
quality, and lead times.

In the following practical part, you will learn about the application of
these concepts. For example, you will learn about MCT-Mapping, a
method for visualizing processes and their potential improvements, as well as
Focused Target Market Segments (FTMS), a powerful QRM approach
to target lead time reduction projects for maximum impact.

